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My Journey From Lawyer To Resilience Teacher,

BY WAY OF THE ARMY
I was sitting at a table full of drill sergeants having lunch in the basement of the Sheraton Hotel in Philadelphia on the University of Pennsylvania campus. Lunch had started like it usually did, with me asking the soldiers how the training was going, fielding their questions and comments, and generally just talking about stuff, usually football related. Out of the corner of my eye, I noticed one of the soldiers staring at me, his gaze not once leaving my face. After a few minutes (and beginning to feel somewhat uncomfortable), I turned to him and asked, “Hey sergeant, what’s up?” His immediate response was, “Are you just in this for a paycheck?”

I had never been asked that before, and his question was a good one. What was a small town girl and a former lawyer with no military background doing teaching anything to a room full of soldiers? The reason is Walter Edwin Davis, my grandpa. I proceeded to tell my story to this sergeant, and explained that my grandpa was a World War II vet, who fought on D-Day and at the Battle of the Bulge, earning a Purple Heart for his valor. He was severely wounded and spent months healing his physical injuries, but his psychological and emotional wounds, sadly, never healed. That had a tremendous impact on my family, I explained, and if I could help just one soldier avoid some of what my family experienced, it would be a great honor and a testament to my grandpa’s legacy.

“That’s a great story,” he said, and I could see a shift in his demeanor. Shortly thereafter, he started asking me more questions, and I could tell he bought into the idea of me. And thus continued one of the most interesting chapters in my career—learning how to teach the skills of resilience to busy professionals in high-pressure careers.
The other question I am asked much more frequently is some version of, “You used to be a lawyer and now you do this...what happened?” The short answer is that I burned out during what became the last year of my law practice. If you had met me when I was practicing, you would have seen a successful lawyer, on top of her game, closing several multi-million dollar commercial real estate deals each month. You may have even thought, “She has it all.” But here’s what you would have missed.

First, I was exhausted, and it was a different kind of tired than I had ever experienced. Getting out of bed to go to work had become exceedingly difficult, if not emotionally painful. My pop out of bed, ready to start the week, had become a slow drop and thud. Weekends weren’t long enough to fully recover (even when I didn’t work, which was rare), and vacations, when I actually took them, provided only temporary relief. Every work or life curveball, no matter how minor, became a major deal. I remember my mom calling and asking me to pick up some groceries on my way out to her house, and I had a level 10 reaction to her very basic request. That was not my personality, and it was a red flag.

Second, I had become cynical, even by lawyer standards. People generally just started to bug me and rub me the wrong way. I remember working with clients, and when they came to me with a legal issue, outwardly I was very professional, but inwardly I would roll my eyes and think, “Really? You can’t handle this on your own?” Or, “Didn’t we already talk about this?” Disconnecting from people was unusual for me, and I just wanted to be left alone in my office.

Third, I started to feel ineffective. I never lost confidence in my ability to be a good lawyer, but I stopped seeing a clear path for myself through the legal profession. I had worked at a small, boutique firm, then at a large law firm, and then in-house. All of those progression boxes had been checked. Now what?
I didn’t understand what burnout was or how I could have prevented it, so I decided to go back to school to study stress and its effects more deeply, and how stress-related issues impact busy professionals, leaders, teams, and organizations. Several of the professors I studied with are world-renowned experts in the science of resilience—helping people to develop their capacity to adapt to change, stress, pressure, and challenge. As soon as I heard the term, I knew this was a set of tools that could be beneficial to many.

This e-book is the story of my journey teaching and training resilience skills to soldiers, lawyers and those within the legal profession. While it may not appear so at first, there are similarities between the intensity of the stressors soldiers and lawyers face. In the pages below, I offer the back story about how the Army resilience program came into being and connect the dots so that you can consider whether resilience skills are something you want to introduce at your firm, law school, or organization.
Challenges in the Legal Profession
CHALLENGE, CHANGE, AND UNCERTAINTY are the norm in today’s legal profession (and for many professionals with whom lawyers work). Here is a short list of challenges facing lawyers, law firms, and legal professionals:

→ Law practices are more specialized and complex; many lawyers report that they feel pressured and rushed to give complex advice to clients on very short timeframes

→ Good legal advice is just the start—lawyers may now reasonably be expected to develop competencies in areas such as business acumen, project management, technology and coding, and human centered design frameworks and tools

→ Lawyers are business owners, but have little training in how to develop and cultivate business

→ Lawyers are leaders, but formal leadership training is often not prioritized

→ Innovation is a priority – firms and lawyers are under pressure to add value and create more streamlined processes and products in many facets of their practices

→ Mentoring and personal interaction decreased

→ 24/7 “always on” mentality

→ Work/life integration challenges

→ Doing more with less (e.g., time, people, money)

→ Clients are in control of how legal services are delivered; traditional fee structures are heavily questioned

→ Intergenerational workforce management

→ Diversity and inclusion issues

→ Retention concerns—especially retention of women and minorities
is simply a part of doing business in this profession; however, there are consequences. Chronic stress inhibits problem solving, concentration, and attention; it impairs development of high-quality relationships and teams; it interferes with working memory, increases anxiety and is linked to burnout, and all of this can lead to impaired performance for lawyers and their teams.²

Also troubling is the large spike in mistake-related malpractice insurance claims. One legal malpractice insurance carrier reported that the percentage of claims that had lawyer-related mistakes present jumped from about 15% five years ago to 63%.³ An investigation into the large increase revealed the following responses: the increased pace, “always on,” 24/7 nature of the practice, increased complexity and specialization of practice areas, and decrease in mentoring and personal interaction.⁴

In addition, chronic stress can also give rise to (or exacerbate) depression, anxiety, burnout, alcohol abuse and physical illness,⁵ and it is now well documented that lawyers struggle with higher-than-average rates of many of these issues.⁶ As we also know, the path to languishing starts for many lawyers in law school, with studies now showing higher-than-average rates of anxiety, depression and problem drinking in law school.⁷

While the vast majority of lawyers and law students do not have a mental health or substance use disorder, that does not mean they are thriving.⁸ According to the National Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being report, many lawyers feel ambivalent about their work and different segments of the profession vary in their levels of satisfaction and well-being.⁹
One under-researched area of lawyer well-being is burnout. The medical profession far outpaces the legal profession in this regard, and the latest research now indicates that more than 50% of physicians are burned out.\(^1\) I have only been able to identify two studies addressing burnout in the legal profession—one which found that almost 40% of public defenders in Wisconsin meet the criteria for burnout, and the other, more than 30 years old, showing that burned out lawyers are less committed to their organizations and report lower identification with organizational goals.\(^2\) Given the fact that burnout is often linked to a number of the concerns mentioned above, and given the much higher-than-average rates of these issues in the legal profession, I suspect that burnout rates among lawyers are similar to those reported among physicians.\(^3\)

In an effort to build on the empirical work I’m already doing in health care, it is an important goal of mine to measure the effects of burnout in the legal profession. Please contact me at paula@pauladavislaack.com to let me know if your firm or organization would like to be involved with my research project goals to study the rates of burnout among lawyers and those in the legal profession.

**Leadership Development Challenges**

Lawyers arrive at firms and organizations with a large leadership gap, often because traditional leadership principles aren’t taught in law school. It becomes harder for lawyers to catch up in this regard because their focus immediately involves becoming technically proficient.\(^4\)

Given the swirl of challenges lawyers face, and given the fact that they often achieve positions with huge leadership responsibility, adding resilience skills into lawyer leadership development curricula becomes imperative.
Challenges in the U.S. Army

WHY RESILIENCE?
THE ARMY’S COMPREHENSIVE SOLDIER AND FAMILY FITNESS PROGRAM

(“CSF2”) is an integrated, proactive approach to developing resilience in soldiers, their family members, and the Army’s civilian workforce. CSF2 is a leadership and training program meant to help this population face life’s adversities by providing evidence-based training, focusing on prevention and improving a soldier’s ability to better manage stress.

General George Casey, Jr. recognized the negative effects that frequent deployments had on soldiers and their family members and sought to develop a program that would address Army leader well-being in a holistic way. General Casey’s vision was that, “CSF2 becomes part of our culture over time, with our soldiers understanding the positive dimension of psychological fitness much like professional athletes do.”

Resilience training improves a soldier’s ability to better manage stress.
In an effort to make his vision a reality, General Casey contacted Dr. Martin Seligman ("Marty") at the University of Pennsylvania ("Penn"), known the world over for his pioneering work in the areas of learned optimism, resilience, and as the principal founder of positive psychology. Penn was one of the only known institutions that had conducted this type of large-scale training and had published extensive peer-reviewed research in this area. Penn was also the only known entity that had extensive experience developing and implementing a resilience train-the-trainer model that had also been scientifically reviewed.\textsuperscript{15}

That was critical because General Casey didn’t want to just train soldiers—he wanted those soldiers to turn around and go back to their units to teach other soldier the same skills. In the months that followed, Marty, General Rhonda Cornum, Dr. Karen Reivich and colleagues created the Army’s Master Resilience Trainer ("MRT") curriculum. What began as a meeting in 2008 has resulted in the Penn/Army team having trained more than 40,000 master resilience trainers.\textsuperscript{16}

While some of these MRT’s have retired, the active trainers (having earned an 8R skill identifier upon graduation from the MRT course) conduct regular training of small groups as a mandatory component of the Army’s basic training and leadership development programs. As CSF2 has evolved, it is now housed under the Army’s Ready and Resilient Campaign, a comprehensive plan to address the enduring needs of the total Army, and which also continues to prioritize a type of cultural change that integrates resilience into Army programs and assessment.
Lawyers and Soldiers

There are similarities
BEFORE STARTING MY WORK WITH SOLDIERS, ALL I KNEW ABOUT DRILL SERGEANTS was based on movies I watched, and the idea of teaching them anything intimidated me. However, there are more similarities between the challenges that soldiers and lawyers face than you may first think.

Both groups undertake tasks for society that are very important, but that can impose huge personal costs. While some tasks soldiers are asked to undertake involve armed conflict with external forces, soldiers spend most of their time leading troops and dealing with everyday work/life pressure. Lawyers frequently wade into the toughest interpersonal conflicts our society produces, with the charge that they resolve them, or at least mitigate their consequences. The outcomes lawyers seek (or seek to avoid) may involve substantial amounts of money, a person’s livelihood, or the very future of a family.
These disputes often involve conflicts in the fundamental values that lawyers and their clients hold dear, and such disputes frequently cannot be resolved by simply “doing the right thing.”

Disputes and negotiations often involve zero-sum components with “winners” and “losers,” “win-win” outcomes may be few and far between and that only increases the pressure to succeed. And much like soldiers, lawyers do their work in an adversarial context with a trained opponent on the other side. Doctors, for example, don’t have to worry about another doctor interrupting a surgical procedure in an effort to see that the patient dies.

Often, lawyers have to do things that cause others emotional or even physical pain (e.g., cross-examining a witness, facilitating corporate layoffs), and they do all of this in cultures focused on rules and authority, verbal facility, and, for private practitioners, extrinsic rewards, most notably money and status. The damage these challenges inflict, both in law school and for practicing lawyers, is now well documented and summarized above.

Interestingly, there is evidence to suggest that, as with the Army, training in resilience skills can help within the legal profession. My friend and colleague, Dave Shearon, the former Executive Director of the Tennessee Commission on CLE and Specialization, studied the CLE Commission’s records and realized he had spoken to and/or taught resilience skills to over 900 attorneys in a two-year period. With the Commission’s permission, he surveyed those attorneys to see if the resilience work had any effect. What he learned matched the experience of the Army MRTs—those lawyers who reported using the skills found that they made a difference; in fact, those lawyers who used the skills were three times more likely to report that their commitment, energy, and engagement in their law practice was somewhat or much improved.17
How Do You Embed Resilience IN A SKEPTICAL CULTURE?
IN ORDER FOR RESILIENCE TO BECOME incorporated into Army culture, General Casey and his colleagues had to address certain challenges and pockets of perceived resistance. Here are 3 strategies they used:

Get leadership buy in

I naively thought that if the Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army directed something to happen, it just happened. Poof—all of the lower ranking soldiers would simply fall in line and resilience training would roll out without a hitch. I was wrong.

General Casey and his leadership team made extensive efforts to inform leadership at all levels about the program, the research efficacy supporting it, its components, and the benefits. In 2014, Raymond F. Chandler, III, Sergeant Major of the Army, Raymond T. Odierno, Chief of Staff, and John M. McHugh, Secretary of the Army executed what became known as the “tri-signed letter”—a directive signed by the highest ranking Army leaders calling on all Army leaders to make resilience training a priority. Eventually, executive briefings were developed and MRT Primary Instructors were trained to deliver those briefings to the leadership back at their units. Army leadership was very strategic in selling the program to their colleagues, who could then in turn influence others to embrace the change, rather than resist it or go about it half-heartedly.

As firms seek to create resilience and well-being initiatives, they would be wise to follow the Army’s lead in this regard. The American Bar Association has appointed a working group to develop model law firm policies on lawyer well-being, and suggestions are forthcoming.  

Any type of wide-scale change in this area requires buy-in and role modeling from leadership. Leaders should be encouraged to talk about ways they demonstrate resilience in their own lives, and seek to encourage resilience in those over whom they have influence.
Similarly, I have both found that management-specific trainings and workshops are an especially useful predicate to this process, whereby it is possible to help leaders understand and develop comfort with resilience-related concepts prior to expecting them to embrace or advocate for them within the firm.  

**Address the perception of “touchy feely”**

Since one of the Army’s goals was to improve the performance of all soldiers (not just “fix the broken ones”), addressing the “touchy feely” challenge was huge. The MRT training design helped with some of the problem—at 10 days in length, it incorporated opportunities for the participants to practice the skills and connect with them personally. The soldiers could experience the power of the skills during the training. The average overall rating of the course was consistently 4.7 - 4.9/5.0, and eventually, word spread about the course and its impact.

Another way to address the touchy feely perception is with research. Lawyers like evidence, and it’s important to provide solid data to support the efficacy of these tools and programs. I address the research basis for resilience programs in a later section. In addition, examples need to be highly tailored to the audience. One of the reasons why the soldiers resonated with the program is that we spoke their language. Similarly, a 2nd year associate has different challenges than a senior partner.

Finally, nothing is more effective or impactful at dismantling the touchy feely aspect than peers freely sharing their experiences overcoming a challenge. I talk a great deal about my own fallibility and struggles in my presentations, usually couched in humor because that is what feels comfortable to me. In my work with healthcare organizations, I’ve listened as physicians talk about times when they made an error and saw firsthand the relief and rush of emotion from a nurse who talked for the first time about a mistake she made and had kept to herself—20 years ago.
In my work with a Fortune 500 bank, I moderated a panel where five attorneys each shared a video story of a different challenge they overcame at work and the strategies they used to turn a significant corner on a work-related project. That candor allowed me to highlight the skills each was using to marshal resilience and we created a common language within the team. I also moderated a panel at a different event that included general counsels and managing partners from large organizations and firms, each of whom recounted a time when he or she had to adapt to a specific challenge. You could have heard a pin drop in the room. Stories about resilience don’t have to be deep life confessions. The reality is, every attorney and legal professional struggles with stress and setback on some level—why not talk about it so we can start to highlight the aspects that reflect resilience?

Personally, I used to be that person who never talked about failure or my own challenges. It was too risky for me, especially when I was practicing. The soldiers helped me understand that talking about stress isn’t a sign of weakness—it’s courage, and it’s inspiring. Here are three soldier stories that have stayed with me:

1. I’ll never forget one participant—a quiet soldier who rarely said much. All of a sudden, during one of our breakout sessions, his hand shot up. We called on him, and out of the blue he shouted, “I’m an asshole!” It took the room by surprise, and naturally, we asked him to explain. He said, “I’m on my third marriage, and it isn’t going well. I just now realized that I’ve been a big part of the problem!” While there were a few chuckles in the room, we all respected this profound moment of self-awareness.

2. Another soldier spoke in a plenary session about his experience being at the Pentagon when it was attacked on 9/11. He recounted the intense emotion he felt in the weeks and months after, such that he eventually attempted suicide. He was found in his car by a relative and survived. He said with tears streaming down his face, “If I had these skills earlier, I could have at least slowed down my anxiety and the emotion so that I could have gotten help.”

3. We started each training day with a skill called “Hunt the Good Stuff”—asking participants to share good news from the past 24 hours. One of the soldiers sitting in class raised his hand and said, “I reconnected with my sister this weekend.” When we asked him to explain, he told us about how his mother’s death had created
a rift in the family; as a result, he hadn’t spoken to his sister in years. We had just finished our Module on building high-quality relationships, and he explained that it inspired him to want to reconnect with his sister. So on our course day off, he took the train from Philly to New York City and showed up at his sister’s apartment building, unannounced. She was home, opened the door and burst into tears. With tears streaming down his face he said, “I would never have had the courage to do that had it not been for this course.”

While a 10-day course is unusual in the legal profession (or elsewhere within Corporate America for that matter), there can be lasting impact in much shorter programs. Lawyers, law students and legal professionals are smart and learn new concepts quickly. The skills don’t take long to teach, and participants can start practicing them immediately. Other modes of communication, like videos, online or on demand refresher courses, group and 1:1 coaching all help to support an initial training and can be delivered remotely.

**Leverage TNT’s**

“TNT” is my colleague’s acronym for “Tiny Noticeable Things.” Most organizations feel overwhelmed by change, especially change at the cultural level, so rather than do something small, they do nothing at all. In reality, cultural change starts with each individual choosing to do “the way we do things around here” differently, and these behaviors need to be modeled and supported by leaders. Even though the Army required new MRTs to formally teach resilience skills upon returning to their units, it also challenged the MRTs to incorporate resilience training by doing TNTs. Soldiers talked about how when they were out for PT (physical training), they would chat with fellow soldiers about their relationships. When they were performing training drills, they would assess their thinking in the moment and talk about the skill we taught to address worst-case scenario thinking. They would make sure fellow soldiers were practicing the tactical breathing skill we taught to lower stress in the moment. There are many ways law firm leaders, mentors, partners, and associates can incorporate resilience TNTs into daily work routines.
Resilience Training Works
I WANT TO ADDRESS this in two parts; first, what does the data from the Army program reveal, and second, what is known about the efficacy of teaching resilience in the workplace generally?

Research from the Army Program

The MRT portion of CSF2 was studied extensively. The Army established an evaluation program led by the Walter Reed Army Institute for Research, which conducted follow up research and issued a series of four Technical Reports outlining the findings of many different aspects of the program.  

**TECHNICAL REPORT #1**

The first report looked at correlations between soldiers’ resilience/psychological health (“R/PH”) as measured by the Army’s Global Assessment Tool and outcomes of interest to everyday Army function and performance. It found that soldiers who had higher levels of R/PH were:

- Less likely to test positive for drug use
- Less likely to commit violent crimes
- Less likely to commit suicide

**TECHNICAL REPORT #2**

The second report focused on the officer population and showed that those officers who had higher levels of R/PH were:

- Were promoted ahead of schedule
- Assigned to tougher tasks/jobs (more likely to be promoted to command positions)
- Achieved the rank of Brigadier General (a 1-star General) faster than their less resilient peers
TECHNICAL REPORT #3

The third report assessed eight groups of soldiers (“Brigade Combat Teams” or “BCTs”). Four of the BCTs had MRTs embedded with them as part of their company, and were designed as the “treatment” units. Four of the BCTs did not include any MRTs during the evaluation and therefore served as the “control” group. The results were as follows:

1. Soldiers in units with MRTs had higher R/PH at the end of the evaluation period;

2. Soldiers with higher R/PH reported:
   - Less catastrophizing (worst-case scenario thinking)
   - Higher overall emotional fitness (I incorporate more positive emotions and am better able to manage negative emotions)
   - Higher engagement (I would choose my current work again if I had the chance)
   - Better coping skills (when I’m stressed I try to problem solve)
   - Better relationships (I have someone to talk to when I’m down)
   - Better coping skills (when I’m stressed I try to problem solve)

TECHNICAL REPORT #4

The fourth report, using more sophisticated statistical methods, confirmed the basic findings of the third report and also evaluated resilience training and mental and behavioral health outcomes. The results were as follows:

- Resilience training had an indirect negative effect on mental health diagnoses by improving soldier optimism and adaptability. Improvements in R/PH associated with resilience training likely yield practically beneficial outcomes.
- Resilience training reduced the odds of receiving substance (i.e., drug and alcohol) abuse diagnoses. It appears as though resilience training may be providing soldiers with skills to more effectively respond to stress, which may in turn reduce the need to turn to alcohol and drugs.

In this pool of data alone, there is considerable ROI to discuss, both from a financial and a well-being standpoint. Technical Report #4 included a sample size of 7,230 soldiers. In the MRT condition (those
soldiers who received MRT training), diagnosis of substance abuse occurred in 1.16% of soldiers, whereas in the control group (soldiers who did not receive MRT training), the diagnosis of substance abuse occurred in 2.85% of soldiers. MRT more than halved substance abuse diagnoses. Projected across one million soldiers, this would equate to 11,600 as opposed to 28,500 cases of substance abuse, a difference of 16,900. If each case cost the Army $20,000 (likely a substantial underestimate), MRT WOULD HAVE SAVED THE ARMY $340 MILLION, to say nothing of a massive reduction in suffering.  

Research from the Workplace Generally

Given the myriad challenges legal employers face, and the challenges within the workforce generally, many employers are turning to resilience programs to help employees more effectively manage the stress associated with change, uncertainty, job demands, lack of resources and general low levels of well-being. Separate and apart from the research showing the success of the MRT program, what does the research say about the efficacy of teaching and training resilience in the workplace?

More than a decade of research supports the importance of resilience in the workplace for employee well-being.  

In general, the studies that have been reviewed offer support for the positive impact of resilience training—in 13 of the 14 reviewed studies, there was a statistically significant change in at least one of the dependent variables. Here is a summary of the results:

→ **Self-efficacy** (the belief in your ability to overcome adversity and succeed) is an important building block of resilience. Three studies looked at the link between resilience and self-efficacy, and all three studies showed a positive effect.  

Other research also shows a strong correlation between resilience and self-efficacy.
Two studies examined how resilience impacted performance outcomes; specifically, observed performance and goal attainment. Both studies showed large effects for both observed performance and goal attainment. In addition, one study found that resilience training resulted in significantly higher levels of productivity.30

Resilience training was found to be especially beneficial for mental health and subjective well-being outcomes, such as STRESS, DEPRESSION, ANXIETY AND NEGATIVE AFFECT/EMOTION.31 This is a particularly important finding, given the challenges the legal profession faces in these areas.

In a separate study, resilience was found to be negatively associated with both exhaustion and cynicism (the two main dimensions of burnout) and counterproductive work behavior (such as rude behavior generally and embarrassing others).32

A number of practical considerations need to be considered in the way resilience training programs are conducted and delivered. To date, the more direct delivery formats of course material, like in-person training, small group work, and 1:1 coaching, have been shown to be more effective at building resilience.33 With live, in-person training, trainers can apply course content to specific experiences and situations and better hold participants accountable.34

Technology-based delivery methods of resilience training have shown less favorable results; however, experts believe that as the technology used to deliver these programs improves, the efficacy of these programs will improve as well.35 I think that technology-based tools provide an excellent way to deliver the material as a course refresher or supplement to the other training formats. In fact, the Penn team has recorded a number of training videos that have been made available to MRT graduates as a way to update and refresh their knowledge once the course is completed.

Those studies where resilience training has not been shown to be as effective have suffered from a number of design-related flaws. Some studies suffer from a lack of consistency in how resilience is defined and subsequently measured. For example, one study focused on developing resilient thinking, but then used a resilience measure that assessed resilience qualities that did not include resilient thinking.36 In another study, researchers indicated that their training targeted resilience, but then used a tool that measured hardiness (a separate construct that differs from resilience).37
For firms and organizations that seek to incorporate resilience training on a more wide-scale basis and thus wish to more directly measure outcomes, note that while there are more than a dozen measures of resilience, most have proven to be psychometrically unsound, and many were created with a clinical focus that doesn’t translate well to resilience at work. These three measures have received superior psychometric ratings: the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale, the Resilience Scale for Adults and the Brief Resilience Scale (“BRS”). I am currently piloting a resilience and burnout prevention program at the Medical College of Wisconsin, and we are using the BRS to measure resilience outcomes.

Fortunately, researchers are beginning to create good scales that measure the experience of resilience at work. To my knowledge, these are the workplace-specific resilience measures: The Workplace Resilience Inventory and the Resilience at Work Scale, for individuals, and newer versions for leaders and teams, just published within the past year. Separately, I created a Resilience Resources Inventory (the “RRI”) that is being reviewed for use by my colleagues at the Medical College of Wisconsin. The RRI is a combination of my own resilience-related statements plus those I have adapted from seven other peer-reviewed and validated inventories. While the RRI has not been peer-reviewed or otherwise validated scientifically, it provides a substantial list of statements you can use in coaching, leadership, and talent development conversations. Please feel free to contact me for a copy at paula@pauladavislaack.com.
Resilience Insights
I HAVE BEEN TEACHING resilience skills in some fashion for more than seven years. Resilience is a popular term that resonates with people, but there are different versions of, and different definitions for, what it means.

When I ask people to define the term, I usually hear some version of “bouncing back,” staying “tough,” or dealing with stress in a better way. The research literature can further muddy the waters because most definitions of resilience were often created from clinical or trauma-related studies. The type of resilience that I teach, and the type of resilience the Army employed, is work resilience, and there are three main components:

1. **CAPACITY** How do you manage the everyday challenges, pressures, and stressors you face in a healthy way?

2. **ADAPTABILITY** When you do face a setback, how quickly can you adapt to the challenge and bounce back?

3. **GROWTH** What lessons can you learn from the setbacks, pressure, and stress so that you can prepare for future challenges proactively?

As a result, I think about resilience at work as the science of adaptability and define it as your capacity for stress-related growth. After many decades of research, we know that resilience is also not a fixed trait that you either have or don’t have; rather, it’s a set of skills that you can build.

Importantly, law firms and organizations are made up of interconnected systems that continue to evolve, so training resilience to a group of individuals isn’t enough. In order to sustainably build resilience at work, you need to focus on individuals, the teams they work within, the leaders who support them, and organizational structures that support desired behaviors and outcomes.
Here are six insights or ideas about resilience for lawyers and legal professionals based on my work:

**Insight 1**
RESILIENCE IS A CORE SKILL FOR LEADERS.
An important driver of organizational culture is leadership, and leadership behavior is highly correlated with job satisfaction. How a manager leads can either increase or decrease resilience. Law firm talent management consultant Terri Mottershead writes that, “In the new normal, it is critical that law firms place [resilience] high on the list of “must haves” in their leadership job descriptions and support its development in emerging leaders.” In addition, Harvard law professors Scott Westfahl and David Wilkins identify resilience and cognitive reframing as important leadership and professional skills lawyers should develop.

**Insight 2**
RESILIENCE IS A CORE SKILL FOR TEAMS.
Collaboration is a hot topic in the legal profession. Heidi Gardner’s research shows that collaboration leads to increased revenues and firm profits, enhanced client loyalty and retention, produces innovative outcomes, and helps with transparency and risk management. Innovation is another team-related hot topic in the legal profession, and is a process that is full of stops, starts, missteps, failure, slow results, and challenges generally. Research shows that teams that are able to discuss both positive and negative experiences in a clear way are better able to work through adversity, have higher levels of trust, and higher levels of resilience.

**Insight 3**
ORGANIZATIONS NEED TO BE AN EQUAL PARTNER.
I have many stress and resilience skills I can teach lawyers and legal professionals; however, if upon learning these skills they return to a culture (processes, values, and systems) that doesn’t care about or support this development, then it will be hard to move the needle toward the beneficial outcomes we know exist from this type of training.

Resilient organizations have four main qualities: (a) They establish trust and respect among their members; (b) value employee contributions; (c) communicate regularly with employees; and (d) take employee needs into account when creating new initiatives.
Creating a resilient organization is not a one-size-fits-all approach because each organization is unique; however, five practices emerge as beneficial: (a) creating opportunities for excellence (challenge, growth, and development); (b) providing policies that promote work-life fit and flexibility; (c) creating opportunities to be involved in organizational decision making and providing more autonomy generally; (d) providing consistent recognition; and (e) establishing psychological safety as a priority.  

Generally, here are some resilience TNTs to get you started that cost no money and take very little time:  

- **Say thank you more (probably much more)** than your current practice  
- **Offer FAST feedback** (frequent, accurate, specific, timely)  
- **Be clear when giving assignments and talk to other partners or senior associates on the team in order to minimize conflicting requests and ambiguity (two known accelerants of burnout)**  
- **Make constructive feedback a learning-focused, two-way conversation**  
- **Keep people informed of changes**  

Outgoing American Bar Association President Hilarie Bass created an initiative during her tenure to examine the disproportionately high rates of attrition of women lawyers practicing more than 20 years. A central finding of the initiative is the fact that law firms need to make structural changes to help prevent women from leaving. At the kick off summit for this initiative at Harvard Law School, a panel of experts had the following recommendations (many of which correlate with the research outlined above):  

- **Transparency is key**—women often have less access to sponsors who can explain internal firm politics and structures  
- **Accountability is critical**—law firms and organizations need to track who gets access to training and who gets promoted  
- **Tackle the compensation problem**—law firm compensation, in particular, is subject to lack of transparency, few metrics, and is highly susceptible to subjective factors  
- **Prioritize work-life fit and flexibility**—some ideas included having access to support and emergency or back up childcare and/or elder care, using all available technology so lawyers can do their jobs anywhere, part-time partnerships, and ramp-up and ramp-down arrangements
Finally, I can’t say enough about the importance of recognition. Being recognized feels so good because it’s a true sign of belonging. One of our MRT trainings included a very special participant—the Sergeant Major of the Army (the “SMA”). The SMA is the highest-ranking enlisted soldier in the Army, and there have only been 15 of them to date. As the SMA was preparing to leave, he called all of the training team to the front of the plenary room. We didn’t know what was going on, but did as we were told. After a few words, the SMA gave each training team member one of his coins—a symbol of recognition, gratitude, and hard work. He shook each of our hands and thanked us for our service to our country. That coin is one of my most treasured possessions, and the moment is one I will remember for the rest of my life. Research suggests that while we adapt to money pretty quickly, we never quite get used to feeling respected.53

RESILIENCE INVOLVES CROSS-EXAMINING FAULTY THINKING.

Lawyers spend years learning, and then practicing how to “think like a lawyer.” Professionally, lawyers are responsible for doing all of the due diligence in a matter, analyzing what could go wrong in a situation and steering their clients away from negative impact. That’s important when lawyers are engaged in the practice of law; however, when lawyers practice looking at issues through such a pessimistic, rigid lens 12-14 hours a day, that thinking style becomes harder to turn off when it’s not needed. Ultimately, it can undercut leadership capabilities, interactions with clients, staff and family and the way life is viewed generally.

Resilient lawyers and legal professionals cross-examine and reframe their unproductive thinking in the following ways54:

→ They seek to quickly understand where they have a measure of control, influence or leverage in the situation instead of wasting their time and energy on things they can’t control

→ They look for measurable and specific evidence to support the accuracy of their thoughts

→ They look for the middle ground to diffuse black-and-white or all-or-nothing thinking styles

→ They think about what they would tell a friend in the same situation (we often say things to ourselves that we wouldn’t say to a friend or family member)
GOOD RELATIONSHIPS DRIVE RESILIENCE.

Lawyers cultivate high-quality relationships by paying attention to their “relational energy.” Relational energy is how much your interactions with others motivate, invigorate and energize, rather than drain or exhaust. Not surprisingly, research showed that a person’s relational energy network predicted both job performance and job engagement better than networks based on influence or information.\(^55\) In addition, developing high-quality connections with others has been shown to be an important building block of long-term well-being in the legal profession.\(^56\)

Connecting lawyers to one another doesn’t just help them like being at work—it leads to quantifiable gains in their performance. Workplace friendships are one of the strongest predictors of productivity, and those people who say that they have strong, supportive colleagues at work get sick less often, are more focused, are more loyal to their organizations and change jobs less frequently.\(^57\)

Unfortunately, lawyers have some work to do in this area. A survey first reported in the *Harvard Business Review* and discussed in an Above the Law article, shows that lawyers are the loneliest professionals with more than 60% of them ranking above the standard on measures of loneliness.\(^58\) This and other studies have found that loneliness greatly impacts our health; in fact, it is the equivalent of smoking 15 cigarettes a day.\(^59\)

A lawyer colleague and I recently talked about her sense of isolation. She’s a partner with a busy practice, and her mentor of 20+ years recently retired. She’s not as close with the other partners in her

In order to sustainably build resilience at work, you need to focus on individuals, the teams they work within, the leaders who support them, and organizational structures that support desired behaviors and outcomes.
practice group, and she just finished several years in management, including a stint on the firm’s management committee. Managing peers was a challenge for her and reintegrating back into her lawyer-only, non-management role has been tough. The people who she formerly relied on are gone, in different roles, or existing relationships have changed.

RESILIENCE REQUIRES RECHARGING.

Thriving at work is a state where lawyers and legal professionals feel both (1) a sense of vitality (energized) and (2) that they are learning. People who thrive at work are healthier, more resilient, and more focused, and experience far less burnout compared with their peers. Resilience is triggered when lawyers and legal professionals regularly manage their balance of job demands (energy draining aspects of your work) and job resources (motivational and energy giving aspects of your work), use their strengths on a regular basis, and connect to sources of meaning and positive emotions.
Ideas for Your Law Firm or Organization
Resilience Topics

The lawyers I work with consistently report wanting to learn more about resilience as applied in the following areas:

**Resilience & Stress Management/Burnout Prevention.** This is my flagship course, and I talk about my own burnout story, warning signs, gender differences, and the burnout formula. I give lawyers and leadership teams strategies to increase both organizational and individual resilience and well-being.

**Becoming Resilient Leaders.** Resilience is a core skill for leaders. I incorporate resilience concepts into traditional leadership development programs and help lawyers learn how to coach resilience skills in their role as leader and/or mentor.

**Building Resilient Teams.** Resilience is a core skill for teams. I infuse resilience concepts into the development of high-quality relationships and teams.

**Resilient Innovation.** This is a specific teams-based course where I work with my colleague, Tom Heffner, to teach both resilience and design thinking tools to help lawyers both learn the process of innovation and know how to adapt to innovation challenges.

**Creating Resilient Organizations.** I help attorneys at all levels and management understand the specific building blocks of creating resilient organizations with specific strategies to start implementing.

**Cross-Examine Your Thinking™.** In this course I teach specific cognitive-based skills to help lawyers and legal professionals recognize and reframe counterproductive thinking.

You can read more about these programs at pauladavislaack.com under the “Law” tab.

**Audiences in Addition to Practicing Lawyers**

**Clients.** Law firms often ask me to speak to their clients on both burnout and resilience-related topics. Many law firms service large companies whose employees are experiencing a great deal of change, stress, burnout, and leadership challenges. Not only does this provide a nice networking opportunity, but clients also appreciate that their
firm is addressing challenges from a holistic framework, beyond just focusing on legal concerns.

**Law Firm Administration.** A big takeaway from this e-book is that embedding resilience into your organizational culture starts with leadership. I often teach shorter, executive style courses to law firm administration to build buy-in, awareness and support among law firm and organizational leadership.

**Legal Professionals.** Talent officers, diversity and inclusion, professional development, and HR professionals can benefit from these skills not only personally, but as a supplement to existing coaching, training, and development programs. Train-the-trainer programs are particularly impactful with this group.

**Spouses, Significant Others, and Key Family Members.** I was honored to help pilot the Army’s resilience training course for spouses, which has become one of the most successful iterations within CSF2 to date. Key family members and friends of attorneys are often on the receiving end of the stress and challenges lawyers bring home and often don’t know what to do to help. Having a common “resilience language” helps family members generally deal with stress and pressure in a more healthy way.

**Some Additional Thoughts...**

- My friend and MRT colleague, Lt. Col. Sylvia Lopez Johnson, travels with me on occasion to various law-related programs to talk about how resilience skills have informed her leadership style, help her manage stress, and how she continues to teach the skills to others in the military today as a senior officer. Her remarks are impactful and well-received by attorneys and legal professionals at all levels of practice. Other MRT friends and colleagues have assisted me in various trainings as well.

- These programs consistently qualify for various types of CLE credit, depending on the state. They have also qualified for the newer mental health and diversity and inclusion CLE credits in certain states.

**Next Steps**

To learn more about my training programs, products, and services, please visit pauladavislaack.com. You may reach me directly at paula@pauladavislaack.com.
Client Success Stories
CLIENT STORIES

I have been doing these Senior Administrator meetings for a long time, and you are by far the best external speaker we’ve ever had.

—Joe Palermo, Former Chief Operating Officer, K&L Gates LLP

Paula is one of the most knowledgeable experts on stress and resilience in the legal world and beyond! Her practical and effective approach to teaching these much-needed skills to individuals and counseling organizations to develop these skills in their talent is unmatched. She taught an online course for our OnRamp Fellows (women returning to the legal profession) and every single one of them gave her 5 stars (out of 5!). She is phenomenal!

—Caren Ulrich Stacy, CEO, Diversity Lab

I just wanted to take a moment to send you a note of thanks for coming to talk to our new partners about stress and resilience. The candor of your discussion, coupled with the practicality of your advice, made a strong impression on our participants, and I believe could make a real difference for them going forward.

—Michael R. Estell, Senior Talent Development Consultant, K&L Gates LLP

I wanted to connect to say how much I enjoyed your presentation [on resilience] to the National GC group in Toronto last week. I have heard so many speakers over 20 years; most of them on this topic annoy me or depress me, or anger me for trite or pat solutions that ignore realities. Or worse, overwhelm me! For all kinds of reasons, your presentation (oral and slides) had a much different impact on me. Thank you!

—Jane Langford, VP/Legal (Corporate Office & Corporate Operations), TD Bank Group

Paula was the keynote speaker and led a breakout session at Holland & Hart’s Women’s Forum retreat. She focused on what resilient lawyers do differently to deal with changes and challenges of every type – from day-to-day occurrences to shifts in the legal industry. We received very positive feedback from our attendees, many of whom spoke about Paula’s energy and enthusiasm and their appreciation for her practical
advice. Paula’s stories from her time as a practicing attorney were both humorous and relatable. It’s hard to find speakers who understand the life of a female attorney in private practice, so we were very fortunate to have found Paula.

—Leslie S. Boyle, Partner, Holland & Hart LLP

I have thought about a number of things from your session—I have changed my password!—and have reflected on how the accumulation of the little things can really undermine my ability to cope, or bounce back, and how important it is to think about how to rethink the little things! Your work matters! You make the world a better place!

—Bindu Cudjoe, Vice President, Deputy General Counsel & Chief Knowledge Officer, BMO Financial Group

Paula was one of the speakers at our Women General Counsel Canada 2018 National Conference. Her presentation on resilience for lawyers won rave reviews from our conference attendees. She was engaging and informative and her presentation provoked lively discussion and solid takeaways.

—Hilda Wong, Senior Vice President & General Counsel, First National Financial LP
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“We can only be said to be alive in those moments when our hearts are conscious of our treasures.”

—Thornton Wilder

My experience working with the men and women of the United States Army, the DA civilians who support them, and the soldiers’ spouses and family members is an experience I will treasure for the rest of my life. To say that I was broken after burning out is an understatement. It is not an exaggeration to say that the person I am today is a direct reflection of every story I heard and word of encouragement the soldiers gave to me along this journey. I learned from them the meaning of sacrifice, honor, loyalty, and what it means to be part of something bigger than oneself. Many of them have become close friends and family members. Thank you will never be enough for a group of people who put their lives on the line consistently so that I can enjoy the freedoms and privileges of this great country, but to all the soldiers, spouses, and family members, a most sincere and heartfelt thank you.

I started this e-book by talking about my grandpa. He never talked about his experiences in WWII, and I only recently learned a key piece of his story. My grandpa was not drafted into the war—he voluntarily enlisted. Why? So that his best friend Ray, who was drafted, didn’t have to go alone. If that’s not the essence of friendship and love, I don’t know what is. I couldn’t be more proud to be his granddaughter.
1 This list is informed by my many conversations with lawyers, law firm principal administrators and professional development personnel, along with more scholarly articles such as: Terri Mottershead (2016). Introduction: The Survival Imperative—Innovating Through Talent Management in Law Firms in Innovating Talent Management in Law Firms 7-89 (Terri Mottershead, Ed.; Washington, D.C.: National Association for Law Placement)

2 See a summary of studies listed in the National Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being report titled, The Path to Lawyer Well-Being: Practical Recommendations for Positive Change (the “Report”) 50-52. You can download a copy of the Report here: https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/abanews/ThePathToLawyerWellBeingReportFINAL.pdf
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